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32-bit wind machine (2009-10) is a visual mathematical game for wind and machine. 
32-bit Wind Machine proposes a mathematical game between the wind and the 
machine. A wind sensor analyses and emits to a computer the values of wind speed and 
wind direction. The wind values serve as input to an abstract game where 4 numbers 
relate with each other with just the basic mathematical operations (+, -, *, /). The 
machines pauses and restarts when the 32-bit limit of the floating point numbers is 
overflowed. http://andre-sier.com/uunniivveerrssee/32-bitWindMachine/	  

32-bit wind machine paintings are paintings/drawings made with the wind sensor and 
the computer where you visualize wind movements over time where the piece is 
installed. 



k. (2007) k.	  is a free adaptation of the imagery experimented by K. in 'The Castle' by 
Franz Kafka, that transports the user in a vertiginous voyage through the spatial 
abstraction. generates endless stochastic user browsable spaces. http://andre-‐
sier.com/k/k/ 
 

k. *.tga (2009) are high resolution time glitched moments of the environment k. is 
exploring. k.*.tga is a series of aluminium framed high quality prints from k. the 
environment. 

http://andre-sier.com/k/k/


interestrelar is an audio-visual device that broadcasts sounds of cosmic collisions, 
spiraling galaxies on black holes, through woofers with ink that make automatic 
galactic drawings operated by the occasional movements in the street. Interestrelar is a 
generative, infinite, irrepitable installation, a machine that generates space sounds from 
the analyzed movement from a vigilance camera, projecting ink from woofers to sheets 
of paper, performing abstract automatic drawings (int-drawings) that recall space 
charts, placing the space reverberating cosmic sounds. http://andre-sier.com/
uunniivveerrssee/interestrelar/ 
project awarded at bienal de vila nova de cerveira 2009. 

interestrelar drawings  

Int-drawings are drawings performed by Interestrelar installation. They are unique 
unrepeatable editions named with Int-datewhenmade. 

http://s373.net/folio/uunniivveerrssee/int-drawings/
http://s373.net/folio/uunniivveerrssee/interestrelar/


Skate Riding…  

A series of glitched photographs merging real and virtual planes where skates meet 
computacional procedures. Skates become machines that integrate and program the 
landscape, open loopholes in the real where virtual weird loops exit and glitch the 
instant. (http://andre-sier.com/piantadelmondo/Skate-Riding/) 

	  

http://andre-sier.com/piantadelmondo/Skate-Riding/


# interactive installations 

k.~ (2010), (http://andre-sier.com/k/k~/) 
k.~ is a sonic land-surveyor of infinite spaces. A three dimensional voyage in continuos 
space through sound. 



Arcadia (beybladers version) (2015-16) 

(http://andre-sier.com/piantadelmondo/Arcadia/) 

Arcadia is a silent playful interactive 3d virtual monument imaginary city in the 
piantadelmondo series by André Sier, pointing towards visions and stories of untold 
natural wilderness of spatial formation. In this work, visitors sight-see, navigate and 
travel inside the apparently infinite spatium of Arcadia, often encountering and 
interacting with autonomous swarms of unknown elements, which apparently merge 
and fold space in Arcadia's spatium. 
	  

http://andre-sier.com/piantadelmondo/Arcadia/


Anthemusa (2015), (http://andre-sier.com/piantadelmondo/Anthemusa/)	  

Shipwrecks, mermaids, lights and the internet. Anthemusa is a community laser 
lighthouse that replicates your drawings in the horizon. 
Computer, laser, electronics, arduino, joystick, internet, sound 
Submit your drawing today! piantadelmondo.info/anthemusa 
	  

http://piantadelmondo.info/anthemusa


Free Skating (2014), (http://andre-sier.com/piantadelmondo/Free-Skating/) 

Free Skating offers the experience of creating and inhabiting movement lines within an 
infinite virtual space, ripping the landscape, using every detail in the terrain elevation 
as a space to glimpse freely skating anywhere. Touching the tablet transfers intentions 
of the user to actions of the virtual skater that trails the landscape.	  



Skate.Exe Portraits (2014), (http://andre-sier.com/piantadelmondo/SkateExe-Portraits/) 

Dynamic portrait painting with sound input and touch interaction based on digitised 3d 
sequences through a 3d camera augmented with particles. Sound activates the 
sequences and the simulation time, touch with one finger changes point of view, with 
two fingers zooms through the space. 

 



sculptures fabricated on 3D printers 

Eu-Abstracto (Skate.Exe Edition) (2014) 
Abstract portraits made from digitised sequences with 3d cameras of three-
dimensional point clouds of people in spatially accumulated movements. Unique 
frames or several temporal moments collide in the same space. 



 χάος (*.stl) (2016) 

Generative stereo litography sculptures realized with custom codex and 3d printers. 
Chaotic algorithms with parameters fiddled by the artist generate these organic chaotic 
shapes. The artist has built ofxAChaosLib on which algorithms these sculptures are 
built ( A-Chaos Lib in openFrameworks. A Library of Strange Attractors. 2004, 2012, 2015 
https://github.com/s373/ofxAChaosLib ) 



 

 



# electronic sculptures 

StarWars(DeathStar) (2015), (http://andre-sier.com/projects/starwars-deathstar/) 

Generative non-interactive icosahedron tensegrity sculpture augmented with 
electronics inspired in Star Wars saga which composes continually with spatialized 
sound and lasers a simulation of the inner workings of the Death Star. 
sculpture with electronics, elastics, tubes, red lasers, speakers, code, dimensions	  
125cm^3.	  



Arecibo (2015), (http://andre-sier.com/uunniivveerrssee/Arecibo/) 
Generative non-interactive sculpture inspired in Arecibo's radiotelescope which 
composes continually with spatialized sound and lights a simulation of the inner 
workings of computers scanning for alien data. 

3d print, electronics (6 channels of led's, 6 channels of speakers, arduino), code 



metadata-eye.html e MathX (Metadata-Eye)	  
http://alvaroseica.net/works/metadata-eye.html + http://s373.net/x/mathx-metadata-eye/	  

Collaboration with Álvaro Seiça	  
	  


